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MAY 10 2019
10.30-17.30

Salle Simone Veil - Chêne I
Université Cergy-Pontoise

Keynote presentation: Anthony McIntyre

A workshop organised by Adrien Rodd UVSQ and Frank Rynne UCP

With our special guests:
Emmanuelle de Champs, Myriam-Isabelle Ducrocq, Deirdre Gilfedder Thierry Leterre, Catherine Marshall, Virginie Roiron, Brian T. Schmitt
WHITHER REPUBLICANISM?

THEORY AND PRACTICE IN THE CONTEMPORARY ANGLOSHERE

A WORKSHOP ORGANISED BY ADRIEN RODD, UVSQ AND FRANK RYNNE, UCP.

MAY 10 2019

Salle Simone Veil (Chene I), Université de Cergy-Pontoise (UCP)

11.30-12.30 PANEL 1: The USA
- Moderator: Emmanuelle de Champs
- Brian T. Schmitt, UCP
- Thierry Leterre, Miami University John E. Dolibois European Center
  ‘Defend the Republic: conservatism or transpartisan ideals?’

12.30 BUFFET LUNCH

13.30-15.30 PANEL 2: Britain and Ireland
- Moderator: Catherine Marshall
- Myriam-Isabelle Ducrocq, Université Paris 10 Nanterre
  ‘Writing the Constitution in Britain: a republican idea? 17th c.-20th c.’
- Frank Rynne, UCP
  ‘Reflections on the origins of Irish Republicanism’

Keynote presentation:
- Anthony McIntyre
  ‘Republicanism – how it evolved within the prisons and failed to come out when the prisoners did’

15.30 COFFEE BREAK

15.50-17.20 PANEL 3: The Commonwealth
Moderator: Frank Rynne

- Virginie Roiron, Institut d’Etudes politiques de Strasbourg
  ‘Republicanism and the transformation of the “modern Commonwealth”: the impact of African independences’
- Adrien Rodd, UVSQ
  ‘Republicanism in the Commonwealth realms’
- Deirdre Gilfedder, Université Paris Dauphine
  ‘From The Queen to The King’s Speech: cinema and republicanism’

19.00 DINNER IN PARIS